
Competition info 
Fin5 Orienteering Week Seinäjoki-Lapua 
15.-20.7.2018 
 
Organization 
Competition organizer: Club union Lapuan Virkiä and Rasti-Jussit 
Chiefs of competition: Ilpo Pajula +358 407748770 

ilpo.pajula@netikka.fi 
Mauno Näsi +358 400264242 

mauno.nasi@gmail.com 
President of the 
organizing committee: Pekka Himanka +358 505706291 

pekka.himanka@palax.fi 
Vice-president of the  
organizing committee: Tommy Lemberg +358 505563658 

tommy.lemberg@seinajoki.fi 
Course setters: Juha Nivukoski (day 3 & 5)  

Pertti Luuri (adults day 1 & 2)  
Jussi Pasanen (day 4)  
Mikko Lähdesmäki (children day 1 & 2)  

Technical Advisors: Tapani Koskela (SSL) 
Raimo Haapalehto (SSL), TA children’s and open classes 

Course controllers: Arto Puro-Aho (YKV), terrain competitions 
Tapio Karppi (LaihLu), children’s courses 
Jarmo Puttonen (VaajTe), sprint 

Chief of Info: Jussi Hietala 
Information coordinator: Teemu Majasaari 0400-761503 

teema@icloud.com 
General secretary: Mikko Lähdesmäki 050-3526500 

fin5.paasihteeri@gmail.com 
Competition office fin5.2018@gmail.com 
 
Jury 
The jury will be chosen from among the competitors and it includes a chairperson and two other 
members. The jury will be announced later. 
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Competition rules 
The competition will be governed by the rules of the International Orienteering Federation (IOF), 
Finnish Orienteering Association (SSL) and instructions given by organizer. The final 
competition instructions are displayed on bulletin boards in competition center and at Fin5 
website. 
 
Clothing 
Competition clothing must follow the rules of SSL. The use of spike shoes is forbidden, 
orienteering studs shoes are allowed in terrain competitions. In the 4th competition (sprint) both 
spike shoes and studs shoes are forbidden! 
 
Competition centers and parking 
Competition center for terrain competitions is located at Virpimäki, near the border of Seinäjoki 
and Lapua. Signposts to the competition center are placed by highway 19. Walking distance to the 
competition center from parking is max 1,3 km. Navigation address to parking: Jouttiluomantie. 
 
The competition center of the 4th competition (Sprint) is located in central Seinäjoki by 
intersection of Alvar Aallonkatu and Kirkkokatu. Parking is near Kirkkokatu at parking places of 
Seinäjoki-Areena. Signposting to parking begins from the intersection of road 67 and Vaasantie. 
Walking distance to the competition center is max 1 km. 
 
Parking fees for cars and campers are 35 €/week or 10 €/day. Parking tickets are sold at the 
information points (Info) of the competition centres. The parking fees are controlled when exiting 
the parking area, keep your ticket at sight. Cars without the parking ticket will be charged 20€. It 
is forbidden to stay overnight in the parking areas. Parking is only permitted in the parking areas 
indicated by the organizer. Parking for families with small children is attempted to situate nearby 
the competition centre. 
 
Some parking areas of the Sprint competition are under the city’s own parking surveillance. You 
can avoid parking fees by placing your Fin5 parking ticket in plain sight in your car. 
 
There are sport stores, kiosks and a cafe in the competition centers. Warm lunch is also served in 
the competition center of Virpimäki. The menu is shown at Fin5 website and in the Fin5 
competition newspaper. 
 
Bus transportation 
Buses will be running to the competition center from Seinäjoki and Lapua. The schedule and 
route are displayed at Fin5 website and in the accomodation center and competition centers. 



Competition maps and control descriptions 
Maps for terrain competitions (1, 2, 3 and 5) are made by Timo Joensuu, 6/2018. Scale of the 
maps is 1:7500 or 1:10 000 (check ‘Classes, course lengths, starts and signposting’) with contour 
interval of 2,5 m, size is A3 or A4, for children A5. Maps are not collected at the finish, and it is 
not allowed to show it to a competitor who is waiting for start. 
 
Scale of the Sprint map is 1:4000 with contour interval of 2 m and it’s made by Kimmo Viertola. 
 
Control descriptions are printed in maps for all classes apart from RR-classes. In the 4th 
competition (Sprint) separate control descriptions are also available. 
 
Competition numbers 
The same competition number is used in all classes for the whole week apart from elite classes. 
All competition number bibs are found from the competition center near Info. Elite classes get a 
new number for the last day’s pursuit. New numbers are placed near Info. In other classes with 
pursuit an official in the start will attach a sticker with a start time to the competitor’s number bib. 
 
In competition classes there is a black number on white background, in elite classes a black 
number on yellow background and in open classes a red number on white background. 
Competitor's name, class, club, the number of start and start times are printed in the 
competition number. There are no safety pins for attaching the number bib. If you lose your 
competition number, you can get a new one from Info for 5€. 
 
If competitor haven’t paid his or her entry fee, he must pay it in info. After payment s/he 
receive his or her number bid. 
 
GPS-Tracking 
Competitors in classes H/D16-21E must be prepared to use a GPS-tracker in all competitions. A 
list of competitors using GPS is announced at Fin5 website and on competition center’s bulletin 
board. 
 
Emit punching system 
The Emit punching system will be used in all categories. There is a model of control point at the 
competition center. Provide the number of your own Emit card in connection of your registration. 
Otherwise, the organizer will issue you with a rental card for 15 €/week or 5 €/day. You can 
reclaim your rental card from Info. If you haven’t provided the number of your Emit card while 
registarating, you must reclaim your Emit card from Info. 



 
You can rent Emit cards from Info for 15 €/week or 5 €/day. The organizer charges 85 € for 
unreturned Emit cards. 
You can change your Emit card (number) for 3 €. Competitor is responsible for using a right Emit 
card. Competitor has to make Emit changes in Info before going to the start. The use of wrong 
Emit card will lead to disqualification. The same Emit card cannot be used both in competition 
classes and in open classes. The Emit card control slips are available in the start areas. 
 
Classes, course lengths, starts and signposting 
Distances and signposts to the starts for each day are in a table below. The signposted routes to 
the starts begin from the sign pole located near Info. Signposts along roads are signs with sponsor 
logos and in the forest they are white plastic bands. Starts are mostly along the same signposted 
route, and crossroads have clear signs. 
 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Sponsor 

Start 1 1300 1400 100 2000 50 I-print 

Start 2 1300 1400 100 1800 1700 Seinäjoki 

Start 3 1300 1400 100 1800 1700 Lapuan 
kaupunki 

Start 4 1400 1600 1500 1000 500 OP 

Start 5 1400 1600 1500 1000 500 Lapua 

 
Logos of each sponsor of start: 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Course information for the competitions: 
 

Class Day 1 Day 2 Day 3  Day 4 Day 5 Start Scale 

H21E 5,3 11,0 5,9 4,0 12,1 1 10 000 

D21E 4,4 8,9 4,7 3,5 8,4 1 10 000 

H20E 4,4 9,4 4,5 4,0 9,4 1 10 000 

D20E 3,2 6,9 4,0 3,5 7,1 1 10 000 

H18E 3,6 7,7 4,1 3,1 7,9 1 10 000 

D18E 2,9 5,8 3,6 3,0 7,0 1 10 000 

H16E 3,3 7,0 3,5 2,8 7,3 1 10 000 

D16E 2,7 4,8 3,2 2,5 5,4 1 10 000 

H21A 4,4 9,4 4,5 3,3 9,4 1 10 000 

D21A 3,2 6,3 4,0 2,5 7,1 1 10 000 

H35A 4,4 8,9 4,7 3,3 8,4 1 10 000 

D35A 3,2 6,3 3,6 2,5 7,0 1 10 000 

H40A 3,6 7,7 4,1 2,9 7,9 1 10 000 

H45A 3,7 7,4 4,1 2,7 7,1 1 7500 

H50A 3,5 7,0 3,6 2,5 7,1 1 7500 

H20A 3,5 6,9 3,7 2,6 6,8 2 10 000 

D20A 2,4 5,0 2,9 2,2 5,8 2 10 000 

H18A 3,3 6,9 3,7 2,2 6,8 2 10 000 

D18A 2,5 4,9 2,9 2,2 5,8 2 10 000 

H16A 2,4 5,0 2,9 2,2 5,8 2 10 000 

D40A 2,4 5,0 3,5 2,2 6,4 2 10 000/ 
7500 

D45A 2,4 5,0 3,3 2,2 6,1 2 7500 



H55A 2,9 5,8 3,5 2,4 6,4 2 7500 

H60A 3,0 5,3 3,3 2,3 6,1 2 7500 

H65A 2,6 4,9 3,0 2,1 5,8 2 7500 

H21AL 3,5 6,9 4,2 2,6 7,5 2 10 000 

D21AL 2,5 4,9 3,6 2,2 6,2 2 10 000 

H35AL 3,3 6,9 4,0 2,4 7,5 2 10 000 

D35AL 2,5 4,9 2,8 2,2 5,8 2 10 000 

H40AL 2,6 5,0 3,8 2,4 6,9 2 10 000 

H45AL 2,6 4,9 3,5 2,3 6,5 2 7500 

H50AL 2,5 4,9 2,9 2,3 6,2 2 7500 

D16A 2,1 3,7 2,5 2,1 4,5 3 10 000 

D50A 2,1 3,7 3,1 2,1 5,6 3 7500 

D55A 2,0 3,7 3,1 2,1 5,6 3 7500 

D60A 1,9 3,2 2,5 1,9 4,5 3 7500 

D65 1,7 2,6 2,0 1,7 3,9 3 7500 

H70A 2,0 3,7 2,7 1,9 5,2 3 7500 

D70 1,5 2,3 1,7 1,4 2,3 3 7500 

H75 1,9 3,2 2,0 1,6 3,9 3 7500 

D75 1,5 2,3 1,6 1,1 1,8 3 7500 

H80 1,7 2,6 1,7 1,1 2,3 3 7500 

D80 1,4 1,8 1,6 1,0 1,8 3 7500 

H85 1,5 2,3 1,7 1,0 2,3 3 7500 

D85 1,4 1,8 1,6 1,0 1,8 3 7500 

H90 1,5 2,3 1,7 1,0 2,3 3 7500 

D40AL 2,1 3,7 2,8 1,7 5,5 3 10 000 



D45AL 2,0 3,7 2,7 1,7 4,8 3 7500 

D50AL 2,1 3,2 2,7 1,7 4,8 3 7500 

H55AL 2,1 3,7 2,9 1,9 5,6 3 7500 

D55AL 1,9 3,3 2,3 1,6 4,0 3 7500 

H60AL 2,1 3,7 2,7 1,9 4,9 3 7500 

D60AL 1,7 2,6 2,3 1,6 4,0 3 7500 

H65AL 2,1 3,2 2,2 1,6 4,6 3 7500 

H70AL 1,9 3,3 2,3 1,6 4,2 3 7500 

H8RR 1,0/1,5 1,8/2,8 1,2/1,8 0,7/1,0 1,1/1,7 4 10 000 

D8RR 1,0/1,5 1,8/2,8 1,2/1,8 0,7/1,0 1,1/1,7 4 10 000 

H9RR 1,4/2,1 1,8/3,1 1,6/2,1 0,7/1,1 1,2/2,0 4 10 000 

D9RR 1,4/2,1 1,8/3,1 1,6/2,1 0,7/1,1 1,2/2,0 4 10 000 

H10RR 1,4/2,1 1,8/3,1 1,6/2,1 0,7/1,1 1,2/2,0 4 10 000 

D10RR 1,4/2,1 1,8/3,1 1,6/2,1 0,7/1,1 1,2/2,0 4 10 000 

H12TR 1,5 1,9 1,7 0,9 1,4 4 10 000 

D12TR 1,5 1,9 1,7 0,9 1,4 4 10 000 

H12 2,2 2,3 1,7 1,2 2,6 4 10 000 

D12 2,2 2,3 1,7 1,2 2,6 4 10 000 

H13A 2,3 2,6 1,8 1,3 3,0 4 10 000 

D13A 2,3 2,6 1,8 1,3 3,0 4 10 000 

H14A 2,8 2,8 2,1 1,8 3,7 4 10 000 

D14A 2,7 2,8 2,1 1,8 3,7 4 10 000 

H13-14B 2,2 2,3 1,7 1,2 2,9 4 10 000 

D13-14B 2,2 2,3 1,7 1,2 2,9 4 10 000 

Open 
A-long 

4,2 6,4 5,1 2,8 8,1 5 10 000 



Open 
A-short 

2,2 4,8 3,7 2,5 5,1 5 7500/ 
10 000 

Open 
B-long 

3,1 4,9 4,4 2,4 5,3 5 7500/ 
10 000 

Open 
B-short 

1,8 3,6 3,1 2,1 3,6 5 7500/ 
10 000 

Open 
C-long 

2,4 4,0 4,0 1,9 3,3 5 7500/ 
10 000 

Open 
C-short 

1,9 2,4 1,8 1,5 2,5 5 7500/ 
10 000 

Open 
C-ultra 

4,7 6,1 5,7 3,2 5,9 5 10 000 

Open 
Family- 
RR 

1,0/1,5 1,8/2,8 1,2/1,8 0,7/1,0 1,1/1,7 5 10 000 

 
NB! The scale of Sprintmap is 1:4000! 
 
Instructions for starts 1, 2, 3 and 4 

● 5 min before start: Competitors are called to the start. 
● 4 min before start: The control descriptions are available (Sprint). 
● 3 min before start: Emit card reset. 
● 2 min before start: Competition map is on display. 
● 1 min before start: Competitors move next to the map box of their class. 
● At the start time competitor takes the map and starts the competition. 

 
A competitor who comes late to the start must report to a start official. The start 
officials give the competitor instructions and a permission to start. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Instructions for children’s classes 
Start procedure for the children’s classes is shown on the table below. 

 
Instructions for RR and TR courses 
There are two different control trail courses (RR) which go to different directions from the 
starting point. In terrain competitions these courses come together at the third control (code RR3), 
and in the sprint at the fourth control (code RR4). There is a person to help the orienteers to find 
the right route where the two routes come together. The marking of the RR-route goes in the 
forest as a united plastic band. In classes H/D8RR- and perhe-RR (family-RR) the plastic band is 
white for the whole time. For classes H/D9RR and H/D10RR the plastic band is first yellow and 
when the courses come together, white. In the map your own course has been printed with a 



continuous, see-through purple line. The other route is marked with a disconnected, see-through 
purple line. 
 
Support trail orienteering (TR) uses the markings of the both RR courses. The map shows the RR 
route with a purple continous see-thourgh line. 
 
Starts of the AL-classes 
Competitors in the AL-classes have free start times. Starts take place in every one minute in the 
order of arrival. Starts must happen between the times given by organizer. 
Daily start times: 
 

Sun 15.7. 14.00-16.30 

Mon 16.7. 11.00-13.30 

Wed 18.7. 14.00-16.30 

Thu 19.7. 13.00-14.30 

Fri 20.7. 9.00-11.30 

 
Open courses 
You can register to the open classes also in the competition center’s Info. On the spot the entry 
fee is 15 € /day and 65 € /week and for under 14-year-olds 10 € /day and 40€ /week. You can also 
pay with Smartum, Tyky or Virike -coupons. The orienteers must start their course between the 
times given by organizer, which are the same times as for AL-classes (check ’Starts of the 
AL-classes’). 
 
In start of open classes (Start 5) orienteers start their course in order of arrival. 
The start procedure is following: 

● Participant checks in with the bar-code on the competition number. 
● Participant chooses the course. 
● Emit card reset. 
● Participant takes the map and starts the course. 

 
Special instructions for the sprint (4th competition) 
The sprint competition will follow the SSL sprint-rules. Areas and objects that are forbidden to 
pass or to use according to the sprint-rules are seen below. 



 
 
Pursuit 
In the classes H/D16- H90/D85 (not AL classes) there is an obligatory pursuit competition on the 
last day. Three best results from the four first days will be counted together and the differences in 
points are changed to the time differences for the start list of the pursuit competition. Overall 
competition results in pursuit classes are based on the order in which the competitors cross the 
finish line in the pursuit competition. 
 
Competitors in elite classes get new numbers for the last competition. The number bibs are 
located near Info. The pursuit is continued for 30 minutes after the first runner in each class. After 
30 mins the rest competitors are sent to the forest at one minute’s interval in order of the overall 
results. 

● Competitors are called to the start in every one minute approximately 5 min before the start 
time, where the officials put them in line. 

● An official attaches a sticker with a start time to the competitor’s number bib. 
● Emit card reset. 
● The competition map is on display. 
● An official releases competitors at the time of their start time. 



● At the start time competitor runs to the map box, takes the map and continues towards the 
starting point. 

 
The first start times of the pursuit classes. 
 
Start 1 (start in the competition center): 

H21E 10.30 D20E 10.30 H45A 9.00 

D21E 10.00 D18E 10.20 H50A 9.00 

H20E 9.30 D16E 10.00 D21A 9.45 

H18E 10.00 H35A 10.45 D35A 9.10 

H16E 10.10 H40A 9.15   

 
Start 2 (distance to the start 1600m): 

H16A 9.45 H55A 9.00 H65A 9.30 

H18A 9.00 H60A 9.10 D40A 10.00 

D45A 10.15 D18A 10.30   

 
Start 3 (distance to the start 1600m): 

H70A 9.00 D50A 9.00 D70 10.50 

H75 9.10 D55A 10.00 D75 10.00 

H80 9.30 D60A 9.20 D80 10.40 

H85 10.15 D65 10.10 D16A 10.20 

 
First aid and refreshment points 
On Monday and Friday (2nd and 5th competition) there are refresment points in the terrain. There 
is a first aid -point in terrain in every competition. In the finish there is First aid and refresment 
point every day. 
 
Finish 
When approaching the finish the competitors punch at the last control (number 100 or RR code) 
and run to their designated stall which has the same number as their start. In the sprint 
competition there are only two stalls: one for starts 1-4 and the other for start 5. Time stops at the 



finish punch. On the pursuit competition the positions of the runners will be determined on the 
basis of crossing the finish line. 
 
Illustration of the finish line stalls in Virpimäki: 

 
Illustration of the finish line stalls in the sprint competition: 

 
 
Withdrawals (DNF) 
Competitors who wish to withdraw from the competition come to the finish and notify of their 
withdrawal at the Emit check point. If there is a confusion regarding the punching, the competitor 
is directed to the “Itkumuuri” (a Wailing Wall) to clarify the problem. 
 
Shower and toilets 
In the competition center of Virpimäki the showers are in terrain area approximately 150 m from 
the sign pole. Warm water. Shower gels or shampoos are forbidden! 



In the sprint competition showers are at Seinäjoki’s Uimahalli-Urheilutalo approximately half a 
kilometer from the competition center. 
There are toilets in both competition centers. There is also a toilet carriage near the starts. 
 
Prizes 
In the competition classes the best competitors in overall competition are rewarded. Also the 
winners of the first four competitions are rewarded. In open classes there are daily lottery prizes. 
The winners of the first two competitions will be rewarded on Monday 16.7. at 18.00 in Lapua’s 
central sports field. The winners of the third and fourth competition will be rewarded on Thursday 
19.7. at 18.00 in Seinäjoki’s Uimahalli-Urheilutalo. The best competitors in overall competition 
will be rewarded in Virpimäki after the pursuit results are ready. Lottery prizes can be collected 
from the Info. 
 
The overall competition 
The entire overall competition of the Fin5 orienteering week is determined according to points 
earned from each competition and the four best competitions will be taken into account. From the 
four first competitions three best results are counted and last competition is obligatory for 
everyone to get overall competition result. The winner of each daily competition receives 1000 
points. The points for the others will be counted according to the equation “1000 x the winner’s 
result / own result”. 
In pursuit classes the differences in points are changed into time differences for the start list of the 
last competition. In these classes the winner of the overall competition is the competitor who 
crosses the finish line first. 
 
Day care (Muksula) 
The competition centres offer a “Muksula” child care facility that provides professional child care 
services for children while parents are doing orienteering. The on-site registration in competition 
center’s Info is possible for 14 € per day in case of available places. Children are only taken in if 
there are enough nursing resources. The price includes a juice and a fruit snack. 
  
Open hours of Muksula: 
Sun 15.7. Virpimäki competition center 12-18 
Mon 16.7. Virpimäki competition center 10-15 
Wed 18.7. Virpimäki competition center 13-18 
Thu 19.7. Seinäjoki Uimahalli-Urheilutalo (address: Kirkkokatu 15) 12-16 
Fri 20.7. Virpimäki competition center 8-13 
  



NB! On Thursday Muksula is located close to parking, showers and price giving ceremony place, 
which is about 800 m from the competition center. Therefore, on-site registration is recommended 
to do a day before, so that the children are easy to leave to the care when arriving to the 
competition. 
 
Rastiralli 
Rastiralli is a functional orienteering course meant for children. It is available every day and it 
starts from Muksula (Day care). The length of the daily different route is approximately 0,5 km. 
You can get the ticket to rastiralli from Info. Price is 5 €/day and 20 €/week. Every participant is 
awarded with a small prize. 
 
Lost and found 
If you have lost any items in the competition area, you can contact the general secretary after the 
competitions. 
 
Good luck for the orienteering week! 
 
 
 


